International Liens on Land and Sea

By Anna Von Reitz
I am always sorry to have to do such things, but sometimes, it can't be helped. TROH, aka the Reign
of the Heavens Society, has always been two bricks short of a load, so I tend to ignore them, but like
a nasty, bad-tempered child, they just keep at it and at it, until you finally have to deal with them.
They have tried (unsuccessfully and incorrectly) to establish what they are calling a "Federal"
Common Law Lien and Writ of Attachment against my Pen Name, and on top of that, presuming the
existence of a Municipal PERSON that was long ago lawfully converted to an American "vessel" --ANNA VON REITZ.
So, it's bad enough that these numbnutz are trying to claim and pretend that their offshore theocracy
run by "U.S. Citizens" is the lawful government of this country and masquerading "as" The United
States of America, just like the Scottish Interloper of over a century ago, but now they are attacking
American "shipping" and seeking to seize upon our cargo.
Therefore, as of this day, I have issued both an American Common Law Lien and an International
Salvage Lien and Impoundment Order against The Reign of the Heavens Society in general and
against the specific members who are engaging in constructive fraud against the lawful government
of The United States of America and international financial terrorism against our people.
I don't like doing this. It's not my style. But. Enough is enough.

American Common Law Lien
International Jurisdiction
Published June 10, 2020
International Salvage Lien
Impoundment Order
This American Common Law Lien and the accompanying International Salvage Lien and
Impoundment Order is established upon the listed bankrupt Territorial Persons and bankrupt Municipal
PERSONS operated as Special Purpose Vehicles. These individuals are known to have departed from
these shores and to have spurned their birthright(s) as Americans and to have granted their full
allegiance to a foreign theocracy calling itself the Reign of the Heavens Society.
The Reign of the Heavens Society is recognized for its plagiarism of the work of Frank O’Collins and
its continued infringement upon the Good Name and Trademarks and Copyrights of The United States
of America, so as to confuse itself and its activities with the actual International Government of this
country.
The claims of this organization and its members to represent the lawful government of this country are
based upon false claims of abandonment, issued while our lawful government was not in session. Their
additional claims are based on purchasing memorabilia left over from a defunct Scottish Commercial

Corporation that similarly usurped upon our lawful Trade Name and did business in our name “as” The
United States of America, Incorporated.
This Scottish corporation operated between 1868 and 1907, when it went bankrupt and ceased to exist.
This was a pirate operation and deliberate usurpation without lawful recognition or sanction from The
United States of America [Unincorporated] and the actual International Law that pertains to the
activities of this Scottish Interloper, like any similar attempts by the Reign of the Heavens Society to
repeat those activities, are one in the same Maxim of Law: Possession by Pirates Does Not Change
Ownership.
All claims on abandonment, all claims based on possession of our property by the Scottish pirates, like
all similar claims by the Reign of the Heavens Society, are hereby rebutted in the Public and for the
International Record. Our property interests and assets remain ours regardless of any claim or
possession by pirates, foreign or domestic.
As the members of the Reign of the Heavens Society have created a theocracy and moved offshore to
evade prosecution for their attempts to steal the identity of our lawful government and have sought
to obtain access to its assets and credit in imitation of their Scottish antecedents via impersonation,
they must be considered dangerous and engaged in criminal fraud against The United States of
America and against the States and People of this country.
Our lawful government has been called into Session and is now manifest in fifty (50) correctly
populated State Assemblies. We fully recognize the right of individual Americans to take against the
Will and Amendments established by earlier generations, but maintain that such actions must be
lawful and lacking any element of deceit or purposeful fraud against the States and People.
The actions of the Reign of the Heavens theocracy and its continued deliberate misrepresentation of
itself as “The United States of America” when it is in fact a foreign, offshore, and privately-owned
entity, fall far short of any such standard of tolerance.
Their continued mistaken attacks against the recorded and copyrighted Pen Name of a presumed-tobe Municipal franchise: ANNA VON REITZ, are typical of their activities. All variations, permutations,
styles, orderings, and punctuations of this name represent lawfully converted American “vessels” as
published and standing upon the Public Records of the State of Alaska, all belonging to a declared
American State National, a Wisconsinite, owed due diligence, good faith service, and protection by all
Territorial and Municipal citizens including but not limited to the Debtors/DEBTORS listed herein, who
must all be considered in Breach of Trust and operating as pirates:
Reign of the Heavens Society / REIGN OF THE HEAVENS SOCIETY
Keith Edward Livingway / KEITH EDWARD LIVINGWAY
Barbara Riley-Cole / BARBARA RILEY-COLE
Christopher Michael Doherty / CHRISTOPHER MICHAEL DOHERTY
Donald Kanoelani Souza / DONALD KANOELANI SOUZA
Derrick William Hoffman Brickert / DERRICK WILLIAM HOFFMAN BRICKERT
Eric William Jamieson / ERIC WILLIAM JAMIESON
George Bendt Somson / GEORGE BENDT SOMSON
John Edward Rowe/ JOHN EDWARD ROWE
James Francis Sullivan / JAMES FRANCIS SULLIVAN
John Mark Adams / JOHN MARK ADAMS
Jason Westley Hall / JASON WESTLEY HALL
Matthew Joseph Emerson / MATTHEW JOSEPH EMERSON
Susan Rebecca Cammack / SUSAN REBECCA CAMMACK

Sean Will Gary Beller / SEAN WILL GARY BELLER
Valerie Zicaro / VALERIE ZICARO
William James Wright V / WILLIAM JAMES WRIGHT V
William Omani Whiting / WILLIAM OMANI WHITING
Michael Adam Fathauer / MICHAEL ADAM FATHAUER
This American Common Law Lien is established and operates upon the international jurisdiction of the
land and soil of The United States of America [Unincorporated] and the International Salvage
Lien/Impoundment Order operates upon the non-delegated jurisdiction of the sea retained under
Amendment X. All Powers are exercised under The Great Seal of The United States of America, at
home and abroad.
The foregoing list of Debtors/DEBTORS includes specific members of the Reign of the Heavens Society
by name but also attaches all such members of the Reign of the Heavens Society generally, who have
sought to impersonate our lawful international government, The United States of America, and who
have sought to bring false claims of abandonment and the proceeds of piracy against it.
All these bankrupt and stateless entities are hereby seized upon in international jurisdiction, together
with all their assets, records, registrations, copyrights, trademarks, contracts, lands, homes, buildings,
personal property, progeny, certificates, bank accounts, licenses, signatures both in ink and electronic,
and the paper or other matrix their signatures appear upon.
These entities, U.S. Citizens and Municipal citizens of the United States, were formed by our grace and
acceptance of The Constitution of the United States of America and The Constitution of the United
States, respectively, and they have no right or reason to attack their Employers or to presume anything
about us or our operations, much less attempt to establish liens against American State Nationals and
their private property, including their copyrighted and trademarked Persons/PERSONS.
Whereupon this American Common Law Lien and International Salvage Lien/Impoundment Order is
issued, authorizing the immediate arrest and impoundment of the listed and separately identified
Persons/PERSONS for trespass upon the land and transgression upon the sea, and applies, more
generally, against all members of the Reign of the Heavens Society for impersonating the lawful
international government of this country and continued acts of international financial terrorism
intended to harm our people.
The frauds that have been committed against us must be brought to an end. It is lamentable that
otherwise well-intentioned people have, through ignorance of history and law, been prevailed upon to
commit crimes amounting to treason against this country.
The American Common Law Lien is published and the salvage lien and impoundment is so ordered this
____ day of June of the year 2020 by: __________________________ Fiduciary & Creditor
The United States of America
c/o Box 520994
Big Lake, Alaska 99652

